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available  for  the  analysis of the experi- 
mental  data.  The  folloning  information 
might  then be sought  [6]: 

1) hourly, median, or 10 to 15 minute 
average  values of signal, 

2) complete coded sonde  data, 
3) details of inversion  heights, 
4) details of constant,  pressure  sur- 

5) changes  in  the  common  volume, 
6) ident,ification of large  scale  weather 

changes (front.al  passages,  monsoon ef- 
fects, etc.). 
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faces, 

measurements  have  shown  that  it is 
possible by  such  means  to  identify  the 
plasma  and  upper  hybrid  frequencies  in 
t,he E and F regions of the ionosphere. 
From t.he theoretical  point of view, calcu- 
lations for spherical  probes [3] have 
exhibited  encouraging  agreement.  with 
experiment.s. This  communication pre- 
sents  a  set of admitt.ance  calculations  for 
a short  thin  dipole  and  indicatw  the 
ext,ent t o  which these  calculations  agree 
with  rocket experiment,.. 

In  a previous paper  by  Balmain [4] 
it was ehoTn  that  the following formula 
represents  the  uniform-plasma  impedance 
of a thin  cylindrical dipole of radius R and 
half-lengt,h L with  its axis making  an 
angle e with t.he magnet.ic  field: 
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uu2 = up2 + wc2 

up = plasma  frequency 
uC = cyclotron  frequency 
mu = upper  hybrid  frequency 
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u = I -jt Correction to "Frequency 
Correlation of Line-of-Sight 
Signal Scintillations" 

In  the  above  paper'  using  the  notation 
sgn (2) for  the  sign of z, eqs. (19) and 
(35)-(41) should  read  as follows: 

Y = collision frequency. 

In   [4]  eq. ( i o )  in  its free-space form 
gives the dipole impedance expression 

Dipole Admittance for Magneto- 
plasma Diagnostics 

Absfract-A method  is  presented for 
calculating the  admittance of a short  thin 
dipole antenna in a cold collisional magneto- 
plasma. The theory  is  quasi-static, and the 
results are slightly more accurate  than in 
previous analyses. Numerical  calculations of 
admittance as a function of frequency are 
presented for several different orientations 
of the dipole with respect to  the magnetic 
field. For  any orientation the calculations 
show that  the plasma frequency and  the 
upper  hybrid frequency can be readily 
identified. 

In  t.he last, few  years  significant prog- 
ress has been made in the  measurement of 
rocket-borne antenna  admitt.ance for 
ionosphere pla-sma diagnost,ics. Spherical 
probe [I]  and dipole 121 swept-frequency 

where 

R 
L 

0 = -. 

Thk is slightly more accurate  than t.he 
free-space form of (1:) which is valid only 
for  extremely  thin dipoles. Equation (5) 
can  be  used for anisotropic  plasma 
calculations  by  employing  the  dimensional 
scaling  represented  by (2) and (3). I n  
addition,  the  ion  sheath  can he taken  into 
account  approximately  by  representing 
i t  as a sharply  bounded  vacuum  gap of 
thickness S. With  the definitions 
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Fig. 8. 

it is possible to express the dipole  admit.- 
tance  in  the following normalized form (so 
as to  make  the free-space admittance 
magnitude  equal  to  unity) : 

Y ,  = G ,  + j B n  = 
I Zfree *pace I 

(10) 
Zsheath + zplasma 

where 
Zfree spaee = Z(8 ,L)  

Zshesth = z(B,L) - z(fl*,L) 
ZPI,,, = Z(BP,L’). 

It follows t,hat. 

This is the  formula used in t.he numerical 
calculations  for which the following 
values  have been selected: L = l o 0  cm, 
R = 1 cm, S = 1 cm, Y = 0.02 up. These  are 
suitable  to  represent a small  rocket 
ant.enna  in  the E region of the ionosphere. 

The  magnitude of the  normalized 
admitt,ance I Y,,\ is shown  in Figs. 1-3. 
The  high  peak is the  sheath-plasma 
“series  resonance.”  The  upper  hybrid 
frequency 0% is identifiable  in all three 
cases, and  the  plasma  frequency is 
identifiable  in  Figs. 1 and 3. In  these 
respects  t,he  graphs  are  qualitatively 
similar  to  the  experimental  results of 
Melzner  and  Rabben [2]. I n  addition,  in 
the  graphs for e =30 and 60 degrees 
small  anomalies  are  evident when the 
dipole  axis  is parallel  to  the  “charact.eris- 
tic  cones” described by  Balmain [4 ]  (for 
the lossless case, when T = O ) .  The 
charact,eristic-cone anoma.lies are clearly 
evident in the  loa-frequency  hyperbolic 
region (w < w p  and w e )  but  are  almost 
indistinguishable  in  the high-frequency 
hyperbolic region (w >w, and wo w <wJ. 
As far as is known, t.hese anomalies  have 
not,  been observed experimenta.lly. 

The  normalized  conductance G, in 
Figs. 4-6 exhibits  the  expected  peak a t  
the series resonance  and is also high  in  the 
hyperbolic regions. This is the  same sort. of 
behavior as  was observed  by  Heikkila et 
al. [ I ]  in  their  experiments  on a rocket- 
borne  spherical probe. 

The normalized  susceptance B, in 
Figs. 7-9 is qualitat,ively  similar t o  the 
measuremenCs of Heikkila et al. [l] 
except, of course, for the  characteristic- 
cone anomalies.  At  first  glance  one might. 
think  t.hat  the zero  in smceptance would 
be  useful as an  indicator of sheat.h  thick- 
ness. I n  pract.ice this is only  partly  true 
because  the  theory does not  account full; 
for loss processes and  inhomogeneity, 
both of which  affect the position of the 
zero. Furthermore,  in  Fig. 9 the e =90 
degree curve  shows that  at. times  there 
will be no definite zero  in susceptance. 

The  most  striking  feature of all the 
calculations is their  relative  insensitivity 
to  changes  in  orientation  angle e, a t  least, 
as far as the  overall  appearance of the 
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graphs is  concerned.  Only the  characteris- 
t,ic-cone anomalies  depend  on e, and 
therefore if they could be  observed 
experimentally,  they would serve t o  give 
the  orientation of t.he antenna relat.ive t.o 
the magnet,ic field. For  the  purpose of 
plasma  diagnostics it. appears  that  the 
admittance  magnitude is the  most  useful 
quantity  to  measure,  because  the  plasma 
and  upper  hybrid  frequencies  are  readily 
identifiable.  Furthermore, at these fre- 
quencies  the  admittance  magnitude ex- 
hibits  minima which, in  general,  are 
easier to  measure  than  maxima, especially 
when  saturation of the  measuring  device 
or t.elemet.ry channel is  possible. 
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Radiation Patterns of a Slot 
Antenna in the Presence of a 
Breakdown Sheath 

Abstract-The experimental radiation 
patterns  are measured for a 0.4X0.9-inch 
slot antenna in the presence of aperture 
breakdown over a wide range of gas pressures 
and breakdown power levels. It was found 
that pattern distortion caused by  the break- 
down plasma was not very significant. The 
over& signal attenuation, however, could 
be extremely severe, particularly below 0.5 
torr. 

The  measurements of antenna  pat- 
terns in the presence of plasma  layers  are 
of great  int.erest,  and a number of in- 
vestigators  have  contributed t.0 t.he lit- 
erature  on  the  subject.  For  example,  horn 
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antennas  have been dealt  with  by  Cloutier 
and  Bachynski [l ] and  Jacavanco  and 
Meltz  [2].  These  plasmas were glass- 
confined gas discharges created  by ex- 
ternal  excitation  and  are  quite  different 
from t.he plasmas caused b y   R F  break- 
down of the  radiating  antenna it.self. For 
the  latter case antenna  patterns  have 
been measured  by  Choan et al. [3]  and 
Yee [4] for  traveling  wave  ant.ennas. 

In  this experiment.al  st.udy a pulsed 
microwave  signal is transmitted  from a 
slot. ant.enna  in  the presence of an RF 
breakdown  plasma jwt outside  the  aper- 
ture.  This  plasma is represented  by a 
wide variety of luminous  configurations 
which depend  upon  breakdown power 
and gas pressure. The radiat.ion patt,erns 
in  the E and H planes  are  examined  under 
breakdoan conditions. The breakdown 
plasma was phot.ographed  routinely as 
were the CRO traces of transmitt,ed  and 
reflect.ed breakdown pulses. The  spectral 
content of the  t,ransmitted  breakdown 
pulse  was monitored  by a spectrum 
analyzer.  For  further det.ails of this study 
the  reader is referred to  a recent  report 
[5 I. 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMEST 

The  patterns were measured at differ- 
ent  times  during  the &ive breakdown 
sheat.h  and  during  the  sheath aft,erglow 
by  using a separate pulsed signal wit.h a 
variable  delay.  The  frequency of t.his 
signal cf=9.71 or 10.00 GHz) was close 
enough  to  t,hat of the  breakdown signal 
cf=9.39  GHz) so t,hat  the  plasma  proper- 
ties  appear  to  be  nearly  the  same  for  the 
two signals. 

Fig. 1 shows the experiment.al arrange- 
ment.. An s-y recorder recorded  the  an- 
tenna  radiation  patterns. A precision 
potentiometer convert.ed the  angular dis- 
placement of t,he  boom into a voltage 
which served  as  an x input., and  the 
power  picked up  by  the receiving horn 
served  as  the y input.. It was found  that 
by carefully grinding  both  the  ground 
plane  and  the  edge of the plexiglass 
hemisphere  and  sparingly  applying high- 
vacuum grease between  the  two  surfaces 
t.he hemisphere could be pumped  down  to 
a pressure of less than 10-5 t,orr. The  air 
was  bled through a drying  unit before 
entering  into a chamber  consisting  mainly 
of a liquid A T ?  cold trap  from  which  the 
gas finally a a s  introduced int.0 the 
hemisphere. 

RESULTS 
Antenna  patterns  with  and  without 

the plexiglass hemisphere were recorded 
under "cold case"  conditions, i.e., no 
breakdoan.  The  main effect of the 
hemisphere is an  overall  attenuation 
( = 1 . 5  dB) which  is reasonably inde- 
pendent of angle. Some of the  ripples on 
the  patterns,  observed  both wit.h and 
without  breakdown,  are believed (at  least 
partly)  to  be caused by reflections from 
the  ground-plane  peripheral edges. 

The  breakdown  plasma  sheath be- 
comes more  restricted  with more marked 
boundaries  the  higher  the  gas  pressure, 

and a rather  small  portion of t,he total 
apertwe  area is occupied by  the  luminous 
plasma  for t.he lowest powers. The high- 
power breakdown  sheath  leads  to  an in- 
crease in reflection after  breakdown oc- 
curs;  the low-power plasma configurat.ions 
result  in  markedly less reflect,ion than  in 
the cold case, when 14 percent of the 
incident power is reflect.ed for 9.39 GHz. 
This  phenomenon t,ook place  both  in air 
and  helium over  a  wide range of pres- 
sures.  Manifestation of breakdown  existed 
down t.0 a pressure of 0.06 torr.  At low 
pressures the oval-shaped  luminous  sheath 
extended  considerably  beyond  the  width 
of the  apert.ure  in  the E-field direction 
and  had  rather diffuse boundaries  in  both 
t.he vertical  and  lateral  extension. 

It was  always  found that  attenuation 
was less severe  immediately following 
breakdown  than  toward  the  end of the 
breakdown pulse.  Somet.imes more power 
is transmitted  during  the  immediate  after- 
glow of the  breakdown  plasma  than  in 
the cold case. This phenomenon was ob- 
served  in  air  and  helium  and is still un- 
resolved  because the  increment  in power 
is often  more  than  can  be account.ed for 
even  by  assuming  an  afterglox  plasma 
which  gives  rise to  a perfect  antenna 
match.  This effect. is power and  pressure 
dependent.  The  increase  in power ap- 
peared t o  occur after  some  contamination 
of t,he gas had  t,aken place. Further in- 
vestigations of this phenomenon  are 
clearly desirable. 

I n  air a magnetron  furnished  the 
breakdown  pulse which was about 2 
long  with a maximum  peak power avail- 
able of about 26 kW. A typical  E-plane 
pattern  in  air is shown  in  Fig. 2(a). The 
cold-case pat.tern  has a dip at   about 75 
degrees t.0 one side. This  dip is st.ill present 
under  breakdown  conditions. However, i t  
is less pronounced  t.han  without  break- 
down. No distortion of any significance is 
in  evidence on E-plane  patt.erm  for all 
the  pressures  and powers covered  in  this 
invedgation.  The  corresponding  H-plane 
pattern is shown  in  Fig.  2(b).  The  at- 
tenuation is most  severe a t  broadside 
during  breakdown  leading  to an increased 
beamwidth.  This  feature was observed i n  
both  air  and helium. There  are no  sig- 
nificant  pattern  distortions. 

A few samples of shapes of the  trans- 
nlitt.ed  pulses are  shown  in Fig. 3. The 
magnetron  breakdown  puke  without 
breakdown, seen  on the  upper  trace,  has 
a rise  time of about 100 m. For  p<0.10 
torr,  full  peak power (25 kW) is needed 
to  cause  breakdown.  For p 2 0 . 1 6  torr, 
breakdown  occurs at powers less than  the 
full  peek  value  leading  to a spiked con- 
figuration of the  transmitted pulse. At 
100-torr,  breakdown does not cause an 
abrupt  "blackout"  but  rather a gradual 
increase  in  puke  attenuation.  The  very 
narrow pulse  in  Fig. 3 was typical of the 
middle  pressure  range,  where  minimum 
breakdown powers are needed. Such a 
pulse exhibits a a i d e  power spectrum 
which sometimes  overlaps the  spectrum 
of the  probing signal. By  rout,inely 
monitoring  the receiver output.  with a 
spectrum  analyzer,  the  contribution  from 


